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CONTROL STICK FUNCTION 
The Nintendo4 Controller contains a Control Stick which uses an analog 
system to read the angles and direction of Us movement. This allows subtle 
control that is not possible using the conventional + Control Pad. 

When turning the Control Deck power ON, do not move the Control Stick from it s 
neutral position on the controller 

If the Control Stick is held at an angled position 
{as shown in I he picture on Ihe left) when the power 
is turned ON. this position wilt be set as neutral 
This will cause games using the Control Stick to 
operate incorrectly 

To reset the neutral position once the game has started, 
let go of the Control Stick so il can return to its center 
position ias shown in the picture on the left) then press 
START while holding Ihe L and R Quttons. 

The Control Stick is a precision instrument, make sure not to spill liquids or place 
any foreign objects into it. 
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tonic in the Chamber of the Teenies ana the fairy 
Council' Robo-Pirates from beep in space have arrived, determined to 
conquer and enslave their entire world. The time for combat has come. 
Volunteers form smart resistance groups and throw themselves into 
battle with the evil aggressors. Ragman* and his friend Q to box go to 
the edge of The Great Forest, where the highest number of pirates are 
located. 

Ragman Jumps from a tree and activates his helicopter for 
a soft landing in the middle of a thicket of Pushes. 'The Pirates are 
coming straight at usr, cries Rattan to his friend. “Get readyr 
The earth suddenly begins to tremble... Several trees collapse, creating 
a passageway tor an army of robots. The Battle begins! Ragman leaps 
Into action, sending metal monsters filing with his powerful energy 
spheres, A little later. OtoboK, trembling with fright, desperately tries 
to make the robots rust up by creating tittle rain storms over their 
heads, A robot, creaking horribly, crashes to the ground, “hot bad, 
Gtoboxr shouts saijnan with a smile, Glgbgx tries to answer, but 
Ragman doesn t hear. The strained face of Ly has Just appeared in his 
mind, ■'dayman..."', begins ly* to a weary voice, “The pirates have broken 
the heart of the world. The energy has scattered. Other than Clark, all 
of our brave warriors have been captured...” 

Shocked by this terrible news, dayman lets himself be 
surprised by a gigantic robot who pins him between it s powerful 
pinchers. He tries to create a new energy sphere in the palm of his 
hand, but to no avail The destruction of the Primordial core has taken 
away aU of hb powers... Desperate, he shouts to hb friend... “They've 
got me, Globox! Save yourselfr “But,„but„.what about you?!” “ho time 
to explain! Go find Ly, she El tell you what to do!" After a moment of 
hesitation, Gtobox dodges between the feet of the robots, and plunges 
into the high grass. 

An evil Laugh reverberates. da<aiian turns and sees 
Razorbeard, the leader of the Pirates, “I have you. Ragman! youU soon 
be my most obedient stave,..!" Ratjnan tries to free himself, but the iron 
grip of the robot tightens around him. He casts a dark look at 
Razorbeard and shouts defiantly: “it s not over yet, pirate! i ll find a 
wag to escape and then HI make you wish you d never been bornr 
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Carefully and correctly insert the RAyMAn’ * Game Pak’ into your 
nintendo' m Control Deck and turn on the control Deck by potting the 
Pouier Switch to the On position. 
Once the title screen appears. Press START to access the Language 
Selection Menu, 

> navigating the Menus 

To navigate the menus in R AYMAn 2, use the control stick, 
your previously selected choice win be outlined in red. If you wish to 
choose another, it wilt be outlined in yellow. To confirm your selection, 
press the A Button. To go back, press the B button . 

> Select the Language 

Select the language you want with the Control 
Stick and finalize your choice by pressing the 
A Button . At any point in the game you can 
change to another language by selecting 
“Language" in the Options Menu. 

> Main Menu 

select “new Game" to begin a new 
game. 
If a ntntendo m controller Pafc" is 
properly installed in the correct 
slot, it will offer you the choice of a 
saving location. 
Select “Options" to access the 
Options Menu. 



> Options Menu 

To access Che Options Menu white paying the 
game, press START and then select "Options". 
In this menu, you can adjust certain 
parameters Co insure optimal enjoyment of the 

game. 

Video Settings 

SO*!*** 
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Select "Resolution" to adjust iL 
If you have an Expansion Pak"p 
correctly inserted into your console, 
the game vM automatically go kite 
High Resolution mode: 
tf you do not have an Expansion Pak, 
you can not go into High Resolution 
mode 
Select "Contrast" to adjust the 
contrast of the display. 

When the game is in High Resolution mode, contrast is automatically adjusted 
to it s maximum settkxg. 
Select "Center screen" to correct any placement problems with the display 
as it appears on your television. 

* Sound Settings 

Select “Sound" to adapt the type of sound to 
your television. Select "Music" and use the 
Control Stick, to increase or decrease the 
sound level of the musk. Select "Effects" and 
use the Control Slick to Increase or decrease 
the volume of the sound effects. 

'Expansion Pak 

RAyMAH 2 is fully compatible with the Expansion Pak for flintendo 64. 
insert the Expansion Pak into the corresponding slot, and the game i 
automatically move into a higher resolution which wilt allow you to see atl 
the amazing graphics. (For all questions, please refer to instruction 
manual contained in your nintendo w* Expansion Pak kit,) 
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It is only possible to toad a saved game if a nintendo &t controller 
Pak is correctly inserted into the Controller before the Power Button is 
put to the "On* position. 

> Loading 

It Is possible to load a saved game 
at ang moment from the game 
menu. To access the game menu, 
press START at any point during 
the game. Select "load" to load a 
saved game. 

> The Halt of Doors & Saving 

In order to save a game, ft is necessary that 
Ragman be in the hall of Doors. 
This magic place, built long ago by the 
Teensles, allows access to new worlds. But 
remember, Ragman can only get to it after 
traveling through an entire world. 

To move from a world to another 
when you are in the Hall of Doors, 
use the Control Stick. To enter into 
a world, jump through by pressing 
the A Button, 

If you choose “yes", your game will 
automatically be saved to the 
location you chose at the beginning 
of the game. To change this 
location, press START and select “save”. 
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To delete a saved game in order to free up a slot, select “Delete" in the 
menu, you will be asked to confirm your decision before the game is 
actually deleted. 



Game Screen 
Throughout his adventures. Ragman should break open the cages which 
imprison his friends. This allows him to get the fists of force that wilt 
make his shots more powerful, and to collect the precious energy 
spheres called "iums“~ above all, he must find the four magic masks 
which wilt allow him to wake Poiochus, the spirit of the world 

Raymans 
Life Bar 

icons of Fist 
Power 

Rayman s Air Gauge 
under water 

number of yeuow 
Lums collected in 
this world 

number of cages 
destroyed in this 
world 

Gauge showing 
how fast dayman 
is ascending or 
descending under 
water 

White playing, at any time you can press the R Button to display 
Ragman s life bar as welt as the number of yellow Lums collected and the 
number of cages destroyed. 

Total number 
of yellow 

Lums 

J/IOOO 0/50^- 
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Total number of 
cages destroyed. 

- Masks found 

at any time you can press STORT to get a complete recap of the elements 
collected since the beginning of the game. 



Q . Target sn object or 
an crumy 

Bring the camera 
behind Rjgiun 

* Move sideways 

1 Turn the camera la 
the right 

3 Turn the camera to 
the left 

Bring the camera 
behind Ragman 

- Shoot © 
* cancel 

a selection 

Access the [J 
Knowledge 

of the World 

Access the Menu 
during the game. 

0 Display information 
on the screen 

f Changing the Camera 
Angle 

„ Jump 
- Confirm a selection 

> options Camera 

TO get your bearings ami find your way around, making good use of the 
camera is crucial Practice moving the camera and changing it's angles 
with the help of the various C Buttons, 
C©and C© : provide a panoramic view moving to the left or to the right 
around Rayman. 
C©: Puts the camera back to Ragman s point of view, vou can explore his 
field of vision using the Controt Stick, Just release the button to return to 
your previous camera placement, 
CO: Puts the camera behind Ragman, 
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< TO MOVE ARQUnD, > 

point the Control Stick 
m the direction of your 
choice. The more you 
incline the Control 
Stick, the faster he 

V 

TO JUMP, 
press the A Button. 

9 
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TO MOVE SIDEWAYS, > 
use the Control Stick white 
pressing the Z Button. 
Itm is very helpful for 

~ keeping your enemies in 
sight and avoiding their 
fire. 

Ai M r 

TO SWIM, point the control Stick 
in the direction of your choice. To 
dive, press the Z Button and to 
return to the surface, press the A 
Button . 
Attention: Special care has Peen 
taken to give Ragman total freedom 
of movement while he s swimming. 
Take some time and practice using 
the controls, as this skin win come 
in very handy* 



< TO GRAB onto the edge of most 
walla. Jump, and point the control 
Stick in the direction of the wau. 
Ragman wifi grab onto it automatically. 

TO ACTIVATE HIS HELICOPTER, press 
the A Button whenever Ragman is not touching 
the ground, such as in the middle of a jump or 
during a fall. To stop the Helicopter; press the 
A Button once again. The Helicopter is helpful 
for landing with precision, in the middle of a 
jump or during a fall. 
Remember, the Helicopter can only he 
activated when Ragman is in the air already. A 

to help with 

* 

TO CLIMB UP BETWEEH TWO 
WALLS, jump by pressing the A 

Button and press the A Button 
again to grab the wait Repeat these 
two maneuvers untit you reach the 

top. 

TO CLIMB along nets, wans covered in plant > 
life, and spider webs, jump while pointing the 
Control Stick in the direction of the watL 
Ragman will grab onto it automatically . you 
can then move around using the Control Stick. 
To get off, jump by pushing the A Button. 



Powers 
4 

Throughout his adventures. Ragman win receive new powers which 
give him some amazing abilities! 

< TO SHOOT, 
press the B Button. 

TO PROGRESSIVELY IPCREASE ^ 
THE POWER OF YOUR SHOT, 

TO FLY m HELICOPTER MODE, > 
activate the helicopter (see page ia) and 
leave the A Button pressed down, not 
only can the helicopter he used to land 
you safely, but flying in helicopter mode ^ 
gives you total freedom to fly in any^ 
direction! To stop flying in Helicopter 
mode, press the A Button once more. 
Little advice: your trajectory can be 
stabilized by pressing the 2 Button. This 
will help you to avoid obstacles. 

leave the B Button pressed down. The 
energy bait in Radian s hand will 
become bigger and bigger when the 
desired strength is attained, shoot by 
releasing the B Button, a TO CRAB OnTO PURPLE 

LUMS, shoot them. Once 
you ve grabbed on, you can 
swing in the direction of your 
choice by using the Control 
Stick. To get off, press the B 
Button. 



Ragman's FrIend* 

the inhabitants of Reyman s world fait in to two categories: Magical 
Beings, gifted with fantastic powers, and the People..*. 

> The People 

‘jtf OLOBOX 

Adorable, if a tittle simple, Gobox is Ragman s best 
friend, He has the power to create forceful lixue 
rain storms which can used to put out fires or 
make ptants grow. 
With the aid of his mate Uglette, he has produced 
a prodigious family: more than 650 children at last 
count' 

> The Magical Beings 

# POLOCHUS 

le is the spirit of the world, the creator of alt that is and 
will be... His power is such that his dreams can become 
reality... Long, long ago he went away from this 
world, and only by reuniting the four magical 
masks {see page is} can he be brought back... 

ty 

Ancient and wise people who long ago built the Hall of Doors (see 
page th that magical place where access is given to all the 
regions of the world. Very old and a little absent minded, they 
have forgotten which of them b their King, and spend much 
of their time performing acrobatic dance moves to make the 
youngest green with envy. 

Ly is a fairy, and Like an fairies, she posseses great 
powers. Unfortunately, the explosion of the Primordial 
Core by the pirates has weakened her. 

When she has reunited enough energy, she can 
create Silver turns, which give amazing new 
powers to Ragman. 

THE TEEHSIES 



^ MURPHY 

nicknamed “The Flying Encyclopedia". Murphy 
helps Ragman by giving him loads of hints and 
advice* For a short reminder of Murphy s main 
explanations, move Ragman next to one of the many 
Stones of Thought scattered around throughout 
the world (see page isj. If you would rather have 
Murphy come in-person to give you his detailed 
explanations, stop by a Stone of Thought and keep 
the B Button pressed* 

# CARMEH THE WHALE 

A magnificent marine creature, who s job 
K is to survey the depths of the ocean 
and deposit the air bubbles which can be 
the difference between life and death for 
stray plants and animals. She is 
sometimes pursued by piranhas with 
heartburn, who are quite fond of her air 
bubbles*.* 

> SSSSSAM 

This young and spirited serpent is the ferryman for 
the Marshes of Awakening* He helps the inhabitants 
ufaterskj across the swamps... 

CLARK 

A mountain of muscles, Clark 
is an army ail by himself. With 
one mighty blow, he can send an 
entire regiment of pirates flying* 
His only weak point: a somewhat sensitive stomach. 
This can cause problems, especially when in the heat of 
battle, he munches a robot that s a little too rusty... 



Rajman‘4 Enemies 

X Admiral Razor beard 

The pirate leader, he is famous throughout the galaxy for 
reducing over one hundred peaceful planets to cosmic dust. 
Don t be fooled by his pathetic and siUy appearance, his 
ferocity Is unmatched. 
His dream? Overrun Ragmans world and reduce all its 
inhabitants to slavery... 

X The Henchmen 

These are the pirate s robot Invasion 
force. Totally devoted to Admiral Razorbeard, 
they enforce a reign of terror by capturing 
anyone unlucky enough to cross their paths. There 
exist several different models, each with ft's 
strong and weak points. It'll be up to you to 
figure them out.,. 

X The Guardian of the Cave of Bad Dreams 

A terrifying monster who s job It is to guard the subternanian 
cave, where the creatures stemming from nightmares of 
Polochus are tacked away, ho one has dared to venture within 
the Cave of Bad Dreams, even though it's rumored to contain an 
even more precious treasure... 

X The Zombie Chickens 

We can no longer even keep track of all 
the sinister results provoked by the 
arrival of the pirates; disturbances in 
overall harmony, the proliferation of 
piranhas, giant spiders and caterpillars, 
etc,,.. 
Terrified by all these events, the hens began laying 
dead eggs, out of which burst the horrible Zombie 
Chickens... 



> cages 

The pirates have imprisoned many inhabitants in these 
tittle cages seated with vital energy. Breaking 10 cages 
increases daymans Lite Bar. 

> Kegs 

Fitted with gunpowder they explode at the smallest shock. The more 
advanced models can even fly... 

' - "i; 

m > Shells 1 
1 

Built by the pirates, these are mule headed missiles 
which can only be subdued by extreme patience. Most 
have legs, some can fig. 

> Plums 

This strange fruit has several purposes* you can throw these ai your 
enemies, climb onto them and move around by shooting in the 
opposite direction, and even float through lava fields on them*.* 

* 

& 
> Magic Spheres 

Found on pedestals of the same color. Magic Spheres 
open the doors to mysterious temples... 

> The Blockades 

Mediocre at best architecturally, the pirates are obliged to reinforce 
their constructions with blockades* The blockades are very fragile 
but the metal ones win only yield to an explosive. 

> switches 

The Pirates have cluttered the environment with 
switches which activate strange machines and open 
various doors. To make it work, just shoot at it* 
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> The Stones of Thought 

The Stones of Thought provide a telepathic (ink to Murphy* 

Whenever Rayman needs a little help or advice, he should 
approach one of the stones, and Murphy will appear in his mind. 

> Magic Doors 

Having the Power Fist makes Ragmans shots more powerful 
Attention: If Ragman dies or gets hit, he loses part of the energy 

in his Power Fist, After three such losses, his shots go back to 

normal power 

> The Four Masks 

Present at the beginning and the end of a world, they 

take you to the Hat! of Doors (see page a) if you go 

through them. 

> The Power Fist 

These magic masks were hidden inside secret and mysterious 

sanctuaries. The ancient legends say that whoever can reunite the four 

can awaken mighty Polochus.... 

_ 

Keep an eye out, as there are many secret doors and passageways 

that lead to unknown worlds where you can find fabulous treasures 

and perhaps become more powerful.. 



> The Lums 
Lums are very powerful bursts of energy. Each color has it's own special 
powers... 

* Yellow Lums 

These are the 1000 energy bursts broken from the 
Primordial Core when the pirates exploded it. When 
Rayman has collected enough of them, he u be able to 
negotiate his entry into new worlds. 

in addition, they contain precious Knowledge. The 
more Rayman can gather, the more he knows of the secrets of the world. 
At any moment in the game, Jmst press the L Button to read new 
information provided by the yellow turns. 

* Super Veliow Lums 

Ancient Lums are recognizable by their larger size and big smiles. 
They are five times more powerful than normal yellow turns. 

* Red Lums 

packed with vital energy, they restore Ra*pnan s 
Bar. 

♦ Purple Lums 
By shooting them, Rayman can grab onto them and swing from one 
to another; thereby crossing vast areas without touching the 
ground. 

• Blue Lums 

Oxygen rich, they restore Rayman s Air Gauge when 
he s moving under water. 

■ Green lumz 

These turns are very special. They record Rayman s progress. If he 
should die, he will appear at the place where he last took a Green 
Lums, 

• Silver Lums 

The Silver turns are fashioned by Fairies. They 
new and amazing powers to Ragman... 

give 
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE INFORMATION 

Read this license agreement carefully before using this software product "RAYMAN* 2 THE 
GREAT ESCAPE”, By using this product, you indicate your acceptance of the terms of the 
following agreement. These terms apply to you and any subsequent licensee of this product. 

This copy of the Product is licensed to you for use under the following conditions: 

A. Permitted Uses. 
You may: 
1. Permanently transfer the Product and Us documentation to another user provided you retain no 

copies and the recipient agrees lo the terms of this agreement. 

B. Prohibited Uses. 
You may not: 
1. Transfer distribute, rent, sub-license, or tease the Product or documentation, except as provided 

herein. 
2. Alter, modify, or adapt the Product or documentation, or portions I hereof including, but not limited 

to. translation, decompiling, disassembling, or creating derivative works. 
3. Make copies of the documentation, the Product, or portions thereof. 
A. Export the Product in violation of any United States export taws, 

C. Limited Warranty by Ubi Soft, Inc, 
Licensor warrants that the optical media on which the Product is distributed is free from defects in 
materials and workmanship, Licensor will replace defective media at no charge, provided you 
return the defective item with dated proof of payment to Licensor within ninety (90) days of the date 
of delivery This is your sole and exclusive remedy for any breach of warranty, except as specifically 

provided herein and in the manual to this product. Ubi Soft Inc, makes no warranty or representation, 
either express or implied, with respect lo the product, including its quality, performance, 
merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. In no evenl will Ubi Soft Inc be liable lor direct, 
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use the 
product or documentation, even it advised of the possibility of such damages. In no case shall Ubi 
Soft tnc. s liability exceed the amount of the license fee paid, The warranty and remedies set forth 
above are exclusive and in Lieu of alt others, oral or written, express or implied. 

D Warranty and Indemnification by You: 
You warrant that you will abide by the terms and conditions sel forth herein, and lhat you indemnify 
Ubi Soft Inc.. Us directors, officers, employees, agents and licensees for any costs, damages, or 
liabilities arising from any claims arising from any breach of the aforesaid warranty. 

E. General: 
Ubi Soft. Inc. retains all rights not expressly granted herein. 
Nothing in this License Agreement constitutes a waiver of Ubi Soft Inc.'s rig his under Untied Slates 
copyright or other law. This License is non-exclusive. This License and your right to use the Product 
automatically terminate without notice from Ubi Soft Inc. if you fail to Comply with any provision of 
this License Agreement or any terms and Conditions associated with Ihe sale of this Product. Upon 
termination, you wilt destroy alt documentation and disks. This Agreement is governed by the Laws 
of the Stale of California. 

Ubi Soft Entertainment Inc. 
625 Third Street. 3rd Floor - San Francisco. CAWG7 

For information. 615-S&7-AQQ0 

&afyminOt999 Ubi SoR. Inc Ubi Soft EhliriiiniTKnl is a IrademarV ol Ubi Salt. Ait. Rayman Ubi Sail and the Ubi Stilt 
Entertalnmenl logo are registered trademarks ai Ubi Soft Inc All Righls Reserved 



This service will provide you with exclusive tips 
and game play secrets for Rayman 2. 

Call is 5 95 per minute. You must be in or have 
PARENTAL PERMISSION TO USE THIS SERVICE. 

Uty Solt Entertainment Inc 
#25 TTiird lllreol. 3rd Floor. San Francisco. CA 74107 PRINTED IN USA 


